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The diagrams can be annotated using a full range of chess notation characters. These can be added as annotations to notes, captured pieces, and even to the board.The engine features a two depth analysis mechanism and the ability to analyse not only a single game but also an entire database. HIARCS provides a standard color
Palettized engine output format, fully compatible with ChessBase and ChessBase for Windows. It can write directly to the standard UBI ChessBase format, so the advantage of a ChessBase interface to the database is retained. The user can also create and save its own engine analysis HTML formatted file or, further enhance its
engine output with a variety of additional analysis routines.The engine includes an extensive opening repertoire library of over 2,000 games in the World Chess databases collection. The library is updated with each new release to ensure the database is always accurate.HIARCS accepts both Man vs. Man and Man vs. Machine

competitions, allowing complete penetration into the hidden realms of the single master database. The opening repertoire library can be searched automatically. Useful facilities include, in addition to the standard PGN export and support for various chess formats, comprehensive annotations, annotated diagrams and opening table,
opening lists and opening sound files. Modern day Hiarcs produces an in-depth attack analysis by both King-crunching, set-up and positional set-ups. It supports a number of time controls including rapid chess. Hiarcs is a fast opening book horse. It has extensive coverage and is graded as a first class opening.Pronounced “Yerk-

set”, “Hears-et”, “Yerk-Set” and other variants are legal moves but the “normal” Hears-et is preferred.
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